
A Kiss in Paris by 
Cuccio Colour™

A 60 colour nail lacquer range compiled from the industry’s top selling colors!

Paris is a city for lovers thus inspired the name for this romantic color 
A Kiss in Paris. There is just something about Paris that ignites a 
passionate kiss! Wisk your clients away to Paris with in minutes with 
this Parisian shade of Red (the color will last weeks longer than the 
actual kiss)! A Kiss In Paris is a classic shade that is a quintessential 
standard for every woman. Every woman at some point in her life will 
need to wear this sexy shade of red. It is a versatile color for all ages, 
styles and not to mention skin tones. This timeless red is elegant, 
glamorous and seductive all in one bottle. Perfect for day or night 
being able to dress it up or down. 

Cuccio Colour™ lacquer is an industry first with patented, enhanced 
Triple-Pigmented Technology for a true color application in one coat 
and perfect application in two coats! The cushion-based formula fills 
in nail imperfections, self-levels and quickly dries between coats. 

Cuccio Colour™ is an ultra long-lasting, high shine polish with 
incredible wearablity. In addition to fashionable shades the formula is 
100% toluene, and DBP free!    

Cuccio Colour™ is offering a perfect retail kit for the salon: A Kiss in 
Paris kits includes: 13mL Base Coat, A Kiss in Paris Lacquer and a 
High Gloss Top Coat. This try and buy kit is the perfect trial kit for 
salon owners looking for a new professional brand on the market.      

Color is an expression of emotion and evokes a sense of personal 
beauty and liberation. The polish line is a fashion forward, 
sophisticated line with an edge. Get to know Cuccio Colour™ line at 
your local distributor today!  
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